
Addressing the Drivers of Violent Extremism, 7 April 2OL6, Geneva.

l. Definition

No agreed conclusion towards defining Violent Extremism;

UN Security Council resolution zq8 (zor,4) defines - something conducive to

terrorism, sectarian violence and commission of terrorist acts.

ll. Brief background

Historically a pluralistic, secular, tolerant and democratic country with a

strong sense of national identity and pride. Major religious festivals

marked by national holidays and celebrated by universal participation

with inspite of widespread poverty.

As a legacy of fighting colonialism, a strand of leftist radicalization took

place for some time but since lost steam and ceased to exist for lack of

popular support.

Ill. Drivers of VE

lnitially -

poverty and weak educational institutions, especially in rural areas

a lack of socio-economic opportunities and marginalization;

inequalities breeding grievances seeking opportunities to vent

o And in the case of educated and financial secure individuals, an inter-

generational disconnect that hai al

ffi

b. Recently,

o Use of religious discourse to put into context a perceived injustice to

Muslims all over the world - a misinterpretation of religion or

religiosity

lV Addressino drivers of VE

- Terrorism and Violent Extremism remain major impediments to global peace

and development.



- Hon'ble PM identified Terrorism and violent extremism along with climate
change are two main threats to Bangladesh's impressive development
trajectory.

- UN is the only legitimate multilateral body capable of coordinating global

action against terrorism.

- The articulation of consensus position through UNGA debate in February

this year and adoption of the UNSG's Plan of Action (Allo16l+ and 675) - a

good basis to take the work preventing VE forward.

- Therefore, Bangladesh supports Secretary General's Plan of Action to
prevent VE.

- Bangladesh supports Secretary General's stand to identify violent extremism

as something conducive to terrorism and leave the prerogative of definition

of violent extremism in the hands of the member States.

- Bangladesh however, expressed its critical position aboutthe PoA's

deliberate avoidance of dealing with root causes and shifting allthe focus on

localdrivers of VE.

- Bangladesh is willing to work on to customizing the Plan in adapting it to the

national context.

- Bangladesh maintains a policy of 'zero tolerance'towards all forms of
terrorism Including financing of terrorism, radicalization and violent
extremism - both nationally and internationally.


